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I. INTRODUCTION

Curtailment of the LMFBR program along with the satisfactory performance of the LA

HAGUE reprocessing plant, with the consequent availability of large quantities of plutonium, provides

Electricité de France (EDF) with the possibility of "burning" mixed uranium and plutonium oxide fuel (MOX

fuel) in the core of certain PWR power plant reactors, hence reducing enriched uranium fuel requirements.

Design provision has in fact been made for this possibility on sixteen 900 MWe plant units and is explicitly

authorized in the relevant authorization decrees.

The feasibility and consequences of using this new type of fuel must be safely analyzed,

with respect to the entire fuel cycle, i.e. from fuel fabrication, through utilization in the reactor, up to

reprocessing and waste packaging. In this connection, EDF presented the safety authorities with a

feasibility study, analysis of which resulted in authorization being granted for a first loading of MOX fuel in

Saint Laurent B1.

The program drawn up by EDF aims at the possibility of using this fuel in twelve of the

sixteen 900 MWe authorized units in the proportion of 30% of the fuel assemblies in the core. The

program began with the loading of 16 MOX assemblies in the Saint Laurent B1 reactor in Autumn 1987,

and continued with progressive increases in the number of reactors partially loaded with MOX fuel with a

view to attaining a reloading frequency of 12 core loads per year by about 1993-94, corresponding to the

fabrication of 192 assemblies per year, containing 90 tons of heavy metal (U + Pu), including 4.8 tons of

plutonium.

Each refueling operation is presently the subject of close surveillance, prior to attainment

in 1989 of the first equilibrium core for the Saint Laurent B1 reactor (with the 3-batch refueling mode

adopted, two years are required to reach equilibrium and the core of this reactor will effectively contain

30% MOX assemblies in 1989, providing the third reload is authorized).
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In this paper, we have restricted our discussion to safety aspects pertaining to utilization

of the fuel in the reactor. Generally speaking, the Safety Analysis Department has checked that the

provisions made by EDF and/or the scheduled plant modifications enabled reactor unit operating safety to

be maintained at the same level as for standard fuel management, systems and thai, in particular, ihe

recycling of 30% MOX assemblies was compatible with observance, under accident conditions, of the

same safety criteria as for all uranium cores.

According to core physics surveys, the behavior of mixed oxide fuel differs from that of

uranium oxide-based fuel on the following main points:

a) The plutonium 239 cross-section exceeds that of uranium 235 in the thermal field,

resulting in a shift of the neutron spectrum towards the epithermaf field and a reduction in thermal neutron

absorber efficiency.

In particular:

- the RCC assemblies will be less efficient

- the boron dissolved in the water will be less effective

- Xenon poisoning will be lower and power distribution oscillation hazards will be diminished.

b) The difference in neutronic behavior between the U02 and U02-Pu02 assemblies

results in flux rises at the interfaces. The use of three different plutonium contents in each U02-Pu02

assembly is aimed at mitigating this effect. However, a minor increase in maximum thermal flux still

subsists at the hottest points in the fuel rods; which slightly impairs operating flexibility.

c) Plutonium 240 cross-sections comprise resonances in the epithermal field which

increase the negative reactivity (Doppler effect) required for transition from full power to zero power.

Since this negative reactivity is offset by the RCC assemblies, in a core containing plutonium, the overall

rod worth of the RCC assemblies must be greater than in an all-uranium core.

d) Since the delayed neutron fraction is smaller for plutonium 239 (0.21%) than for

uranium 235 (0.65%), a core fueled with mixed oxide assemblies will react faster than a core fueled with

uranium assemblies. Accident kinetics in uncontrolled rod withdrawal or excessive cooling situations will

differ and the flux increase will be faster.

e) The accumulations of large PuO2 particles on the surface of the pellets could create hot

spots and damage the clad. The size of the aggregate obtained after micronizing (crushing and blending)

determines the criterion regarding the energy contained in the oxide pellet during an accident of the

control rod ejection type. Precautions are taken at the fabrication stage to minimize the size of these

aggregates and sample checks are performed in this respect.



The particularities of U02-Pu02 assemblies by comparison with standard U02 fuels have

led us to focus our attention on safety problems related to the validation of neutronic calculation methods

and power distribution measurements, fuel fabrication and plutonium repercussions on accident analyses.

II. UTILIZATION IN REACTORS

11.1 Accident Analyses

PWR protection and safeguard system sizing is vindicated by analysis of a limited list of

accident situations representative of the risks involved. Each situation is selected and analyzed in such a

way that its consequences are more penalizing than those of similar events which it is intended to

represent.

Before loading of mixed oxide assemblies into a PWR, the impact of the resulting

modifications on the consequences of these bounding case accidents had to be checked. From a general

standpoint, it has been possible to show that the behavior of mixed oxide assemblies is very close to that

of a core containing only U02 assemblies, which is not really surprising, since, in the U02 assemblies

themselves prior to unloading, a significant part of the power is already supplied by plutonium.

The main differences are as follows:

- Despite the adoption of three different plutonium content zones for the MOX assemblies, a

slight increase in maximum thermal flux is observed at the hottest points in the fuel rods, which has led to

slight reduction of operating flexibility.

- On the Chooz unit, selected as far back as 1974 for fueling with mixed oxide fuel elements

for demonstration purposes, as the number of RCC assemblies was high, additional ones were

unnecessary, despite the lower rod worth. For the 900 MWe units, EDF first proceeded to change the

RCC assembly layout and then decided that four extra RCC assemblies should be added. This enabled

attainment for mixed oxide cores of a subcriticalriy margin after emergency shutdown equivalent to that

obtained for a U02 core.

- Furthermore, on the 900 MWe units, the absorbant (soluble boron) concentration had to be

increased in the safety injection water reserves to counterbalance the lower boron moderating ratio.

- As regards the radiological consequences of accidents, it should be noted that the fission

product inventory of an irradiated MOX assembly is not basically different from that of a standard U02

assembly.

Incidents where the impact of utilization of MOX assemblies is most marked are:

- Breaks on secondary side, in particular safety valve opening,
- LOCA,

- rod ejection.



Valve opening on the secondary side

This accident may be due to the unscheduled opening of a safety valve, a steam

generator relief valve or a turbine bypass steam line valve. The resulting steam discharge causes an

initial sharp build-up of the steam flowrate, which gradually drops as the secondary system pressure

reduces. The quantity of energy thereby removed from the primary system results in a pressure and

temperature drop. With a negative moderator temperature coefficient, cooling increases core reactivity.

An accident involving unscheduled opening of a valve on the secondary side is analyzed

postulating hot shutdown and various penalizing conditions, notably disregard of core decay heat and

assuming that an RCC assembly is jammed in fully withdrawn position.

Considering the specificity of the MOX fuel reloads at the Saint Laurent B1 and B2 units,

the IPSN has checked that, in view of the plant modifications to be carried out (increase of the number of

RCC assemblies and of the boron concentration) the recycling of 30% MOX assemblies does not prevent

observance in accident analyses of the same criteria as for all-uranium cores and notably guarantees that,

following safety injection for the most penalizing class 2 transient, corresponding to the opening of a valve

on the secondary side, the reactor will revert to a subcritical state.

However, to date, it has not been generically proven, i.e. whatever the cycle and core

load involved during the transient, that the reactor would not remain at power after action of the protection

and safeguard systems resulting in emergency shutdown and boron injection. In fact, if, following

emergency shutdov/n and injection of borated water at 21,000 ppm, the reactor becomes subcritical, when

this make-up is exhausted, the concentration drops to 2,000 ppm and safety studies have shown that,

considering the moderating ratio of the boron, the reactor could build up to power operation level if the

operator does not shut off cooling on the affected loop. Being of the opinion that the reactivity control and

safeguard systems should be designed and sized to ensure subcriticality for class 2 transients, the IPSN

requested EDF to analyze the accident with a larger negative reactivity margin and boron reserve.

Provisions in this respect will be recommended in the light of the results of these analyses (deadline: end

1989).

LOCA

LOCA studies show that, for certain types of piping break, water was injected into the core

and steam was removed. Such a process would ultimately lend to a high boron concentration in the core

and a low boron concentration in the sump water. The boron concentration limit in the sump water was

fixed at 1.300 ppm for uranium core. It is 1,500 ppm for plutonium (the boron worth is lower for a MOX

core).



From the practical standpoint, the operator is requested to ensure injection switchover at

regular intervals, so that the top and bottom of the core are successively treated, with a view to achieving

a more homogeneous distribution of the boron concentrations.

In order to avoid overfrequent switchovers, the initial reserve boron content has been

increased to 2,400 ppm. In addition, in order to limit this phase with boiling water in the core, the means

available for primary system depressurization have been improved, notably instrumentation and control of

the steam generator atmospheric relief system has been duplicated and is emergency-supplied.

Taking into account the modifications made, the behavior of a 30% MOX core is similar to

that of a U02 core.

Rod ejection accident

The ejection of an RCC assembly can only occur in the event of CRDM pressure housing

rupture, which exerts a violent forward pressure, due to the primary pressure, on the drive shaft. Rod

ejection is the equivalent of a reactivity insertion, thus producing a sudden power escalation in the primary

system, accompanied by severe power distribution distortion.

The local power build-up is such as to induce 0N8 and a marked increase of the energy

contained in the fuel with attendant risks of clad and pellet damage.

The calculations performed indicate that switching from a "uranium" core to a MOX core

entails a reduction of the margins, but:

- the energy stored at the hot spot still remains below the limit value

• the clad temperature is well below embrittlement level

- the peak center-line temperature of the honest pellet does not reach mixed oxide

meltdown temperature.

11.2 Behavior of the Damaged Fuel In the Reactor and Radiological Consequences of Related

Accidents

Normal operating conditions

In accordance with PWR operating rules, a reactor jray continue to operate with certain

fuel rods affected by minor clad defects, providing the primary water activity level remains below a mean

value of 0.060 Ci/t (in 1131 equivalent).



EDF has shown that the fission product inventory of a mixed oxide fuel rod differs very

little from that of a U02 rod. However, owing to the difference in structure between the two fuels, doubts

were formulated as to the validity of the assumption that the fission product release rate in the clad-pellet

gap would be the same. EDF plans to implement a research program on this topic, the results of which

will be used to validate the fission gas release models.

In the event of major fuel clad defects, with entrainment of particles of mixed oxide in the

primary cooling system, the ' activity produced for a given mass of fuel is one or two times higher for the

mixed oxide fuel than for the same quantity of U02. Application of the specification regarding 1134 activity,

introduced, following the baffle plate ejection incidents on the Bugey reactors, with a view to limiting the

mass of U02 entrained in the primary fluid, will consequently suffice to limit the mass of PuO2.

Since all liquid waste and leakage is collected, processed by evaporation if necessary and

checked prior to discharge, the observance of regulatory limits raises no problems. Filtering and

evaporation treatment capacities are adequate.

As regards solid waste, observance of technical specifications regarding primary fluid

activity enables the ~ activity retained in the filters and resins to be kept at values below the regulatory

limits for standard waste drumming.

Design basis accidents

The main parameter liable to vary more or less extensively under accident conditions is

the spectrum of the activity released by the fuel.

The lower the burn-up, the gieater will be the difference in gaseous and volatile fission

product inventory between a mixed oxide fuel and an initially U 235-enriched fuel. However, at equal

power, the activity is approximately the same, given the prevalence of Xe 133.

The crucial factor for the comparative study is the release rate. At normal operating

temperatures, the quantities of short half-life fission products released in the clad-pellet gap mainly derive

from recoil mechanisms and fission fragment ejection. These mechanisms are consequently prevalent for

all radioactive volatile products and gases, except for Kr 85 and the long half-life cesiums, which migrate

by diffusion. The ejection and diffusion mechanisms are directly related to the structure of the oxide

which, on the one hand, is transformed by irradiation and may, on the other hand, depending on the burn-

up, evolve more or less considerably during tne sharp temperature build-up occasioned by the accident.

For analysis of the radiological consequences of accidents, it is postulated that all the

volatile isotopes emitted from the fuel into the clad-pellet gap are totally released into the primary fluid,

following clad failure.



The results of experiments performed on the SlLOE reactor in Grenoble evidenced the

considerable extent to which the oxide structure influenced the release rates and indicated that further

MOX fuel experiments should be defined.

In conclusion, these studies revealed no major problems regarding the radiological

consequences of design basis accidents. However, considering the present lack of data on fuel structure

evolution versus bum-up, it was decided to define an experimental program with a view to confirming the

fission gas release models.

H.3 VaIIdHv of Calculation and Measurement Methods

As regards the safety related neutronic parameters, EDF and FRAMATOME, in

association with the CEA1 provided funds for a large number of experiments aimed at testing the models

used to calculate power distribution and kinetic coefficients, especially the Doppler coefficient.

The validity of the calculation methods is demonstrated by confirming the power

distributions obtained by calculation with those measured on plant sites or during critical experiments.

On the plant sites, measurements of the power distribution in a reactor core (flux maps)

are performed by scanning 50 preselected channels, using miniature fission chambers. These

measurements provide a means of checking the core axial flux shape, but as, at most, only one channel is

instrumented per assembly, the measurements cannot be used to obtain the power of each of the 225 fuel

rods.

In order to confirm the validity of the calculation methods, site flux map results and the

results of critical experiments performed on research reactors are needed.

a) Critical experiments: rod-by-rod power distribution

As far back as 1986, the results of various critical experiments, such as "BATELLE" and

"MINERVE" were analyzed and compared with those obtained with the calculation codes. However, in

the experiments performed, the mixed oxide fuel assembly, with its three different plutonium content

zones, was not explicitly represented. Doubts were consequently expressed as to the representativeness

of the demonstration. It was then decided to confirm the results obtained, using a critical experiment

representing explicitly the MOX assembly. As this experiment (EPICURE) could not be performed before

mid-1989, EDF proposed that, in the meantime, an additional uncertainty should be assigned to the

"measured" power in mixed oxide fuel rods. This proposal met with the approval of the safety authorities.



b) Flux map results at Saint Laurent

When the Saint Laurent B1 restart-up physical tests took place, the comparisons of

calculations with measurements on rod worths, moderator temperature coefficients and moderator boron

concentrations gave results comparable to those obtained on all-U02 cores.

The first flux map results showed, for all-U02 assemblies, discrepancies comparable to

those obtained on other nuclear units, whereas for the MOX assemblies, the discrepancies were far more

pronounced (difference of 10% between measured and calculated results).

When the flux maps are plotted, the mean "measured" power of assembly P is derived

from the relationship:

"measured" P = measured A x calculated P/calculated A, where A =Q^represents the activity

of the fission chamber, which is the only parameter measured on the site. This pseudo-assembly power

measurement is based on a calculation defining the relationship between the mean power and the center-

line activity.

The discrepancies observed between measurements and calculations may be explained,

according to EDF, by the fact that the fission chamber activity (A =of) is underestimated by 6%, this being

related to an underestimation of the fission microscopic cross-section by the detector, in the case of the

MOX assemblies. This hypothesis is substantiated by results obtained in the MINERVE tests. The

underestimation mentioned leads to overestimation of the mean power in instrumented assemblies. The

flux map results subsequently obtained at Saint Laurent B1 and B2 show that if the cross-section value is

corrected, the discrepancy between measured and calculated results becomes acceptable.

Improving representation of intrumentation thimbles leads to relatively slight activity

discrepancies. The results of the EPICURE experiments should enable the origin of the discrepancies

observed to be determined and provide confirmation that the values obtained were due to an error on the

calculated activity, resulting from the method of analysis, and did not invalidate the power calculations.

II.4 Fuel Assembly Fabrication

Utilization of MOX assemblies increases the risk of errors at the fabrication and core

physics calculation stages. A MOX assembly contains fuel rods having three different PuO2 enrichments.

Moreover, since the isotopic composition of the plutonium used depends on the history of lhe fuel from

which it is derived, the enrichments must be adapted to the requirements of each reload. Fuel rods

comprising different pellets lor each reload will have to be fabricated and appropriately mounted in

skeleton assemblies.



Unsuitable positioning of rods or pellets could lead to clad deterioration under reactor

operating conditions. In order to reduce the probability of this occurrence, the operating utility has

reinforced surveillance concerning pellet grouping and has set up a special surveillance system with

respect to rod positioning in the assemblies.

III. CONCLUSION

As regards reactor safety, the most significant points concern, firstly, the change in RCC

assembly positions and the inclusion of additional control rods to offset the lower rod worth, secondly, the

precautions taken at the fuel manufacturing plant to prevent confusion between pellets or rods having

different plutonium contents, together with awareness of the consequences such manufacturing incidents

could have on the reactors. A decision must also be made shortly regarding the partially unsolved

problem of compliance with safety requirements related to coolant accidents. Finally, the validation of

calculation methods has to be confirmed.


